Shipwire Takes Charge of Your Order Fulfillment
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If you're a small business selling repeat product, you're probably getting a little tired of packing and labeling
and shipping the same thing over and over. Shipwire can handle your storage, your packing, your shipping, and
other logistical details from warehouses in the U.S., Canada, and Europe.
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If you're a small business selling repeat product, you're probably getting a
little tired of packing and labeling and shipping the same thing over and
over. Couldn't you be using that precious time to grow your business?
That's where Shipwire can help. Shipwire can handle your storage, your packing, your shipping, and other
logistical details from warehouses in the U.S., Canada, and Europe, with more scheduled to come online around
the world.
The process is simple. You send your merchandise to Shipwire warehouses, or have it shipped directly from
your order point. When your customers place an order, Shipwire takes care of packaging and shipping. The
company's software contains customer notification CRM tools to keep the process interactive; software also
keeps your inventory current.
Shipwire is compatible with an impressive number of major e-commerce vendors, including Amazon, eBay and
PayPal, QuickBooks and NetSuite, Shopify, and Yahoo! Store. Shipwire developer tools let you connect to your
own shopping cart or storefront if it's not already supported.
Shipwire's tools and international presence not only help you concentrate more on your own businesses instead
of chasing down returns; it helps you expand your sales globally.
Shipwire's simple, transparent pricing structure starts at $30/month; full pricing details are available at the site.
You can get a free trial to test the service, and send up to six products for only the cost of product and shipping;
Shipwire absorbs its own costs. A Webinar also describes the process.

